
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE     January, 17, 2006 
 
CONTACT:  MARTI TOWNSEND, Save UH / Stop UARC Coalition 
TELEPHONE: (808) 372-1314 
  

ASTRONOMY PROJECT “BAILS OUT” OF UARC 
 
According to a recently obtained University of Hawai’i (UH) document, the PanSTARRS 
Program, a major research endeavor of the Institute for Astronomy will not be a part of the 
University Affiliated Research Center (UARC), contrary to what was originally stated in the 
UARC proposal submitted by UH officials and approved by the Navy. 
 
A November 17, 2005 letter from UH Manoa Vice Chancellor for Research and Graduate 
Education Gary Ostrander to Institute for Astronomy Director Rolf-Peter Kudritski states 
“PanSTARRS is NOT a part of the proposed University Affiliated Research Center (UARC) nor 
will the project undertake any form of classified research.”   
 
This represents a significant reversal.   Every version of the UARC proposal to date, including 
the Technical Proposal that was basis for the Navy’s acceptance of the UARC, highlighted the 
PanSTARRS program “to demonstrate the University’s excellence and achievement in 
astronomical research.”  
 
“It looks as if the Institute for Astronomy finally realized that the UARC endangered their 
programs and decided to bail out,” said Kyle Kajihiro, Program Director for the American 
Friends Service Committee - Hawai’i.  
 
This is the second major science program originally slated for inclusion in the UARC that has 
demanded to be removed from the plan.  
 
In 2003, UH physicists John Madey and Eric Szarmes struggled with UH administrators and 
Navy officials to have their ground breaking research with Free Electron Lasers removed from 
the UARC proposal.   In the early 1980s, Madey invented the Free Electron Laser, a 
revolutionary technology that allowed researchers for the first time to adjust the frequency of 
lasers.  Madey and Szarmes felt that the UARC would be detrimental to their research. 
 
The last minute change also raises concerns about the integrity of the Navy’s procurement 
process.   
 
“It is extremely suspicious that the Navy would allow UH to casually and unilaterally make such 
a major change to the proposal after supposedly going through a rigorous process to justify the 
need,” said Kajihiro.   
 
“It proves that this UARC was never ‘essential’ to the Navy, and throws the legality of the 
UARC procurement process into doubt.”  
 

#### 

























From: Neuberger Thomas J NSSC <NeubergerTJ@NAVSEA.NAVY.MIL>
Date: September 26, 2003 12:05:00 PM HST
To: "'madey@hawaii.edu'" <madey@hawaii.edu>
Cc: Sivillo David N NSSC <SivilloDN@NAVSEA.NAVY.MIL>, bill.andre@smdc.army.mil
Subject: RE:  UHM UARC

John,

Please be assured that I was never trying to "include" your research efforts in the UHM UARC initiative.
We were approached by representatives from CNR and UHM, including ADM Cohen, Dr. Syrmos and
Chancellor Englert, and asked to help establish a Navy-sponsored UARC at UHM.  We are the only Navy
office with experience in UARC administration -- that's how we got involved.  However, we are not a UH
program/funding sponsor, and by ourselves we cannot justify a UHM UARC to the Navy/DoD acquisition
executives who must approve it.  So we are trying to reach out to all other DoD program funding offices
which may be interested in a long-term UARC relationship with UHM, to determine what their interest is,
and whether a UHM UARC case can be made based on DoD requirements.  To help identify sponsor
contacts and support the case for a UHM UARC, I asked Dr. Syrmos for a list of all DoD funded work
within the past several years.  He provided this list a number of months ago.  Your programs are on this
list, but that probably occurred before the internal UH agreement to exclude your programs. Until now, I
did not know that.  I am sure Dr. Syrmos felt he had covered this matter by insuring that your programs
where not specifically reflected in the draft core statement, which is all he needed to do.

Part of our data gathering strategy is that DoD sponsors who have worked with UH in the recent past
would be a good source of information, and some of them may want to support the UHM UARC initiative
for the future.  We need a substantial base of DoD sponsor support to make the case for a UHM UARC,
and we are literally trying to build that base in response to this request from the Chief of Naval Research
(copy attached FYI).

The shortcoming in our strategy of calling all recent UH DoD sponsors is that we never anticipated
researchers within UH would seek exclusion from the UARC initiative.  We have never seen that before,
and I still wish I knew why, although I agree you don't have to tell me.

Sorry for the misunderstanding.

Sincerely,
Tom Neuberger
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ARL/UHM TECHNICAL PROPOSAL SUMMARY 
 

Previous fundamental research, funded through competitively 
awarded grants, has formed the basis for a strong underpinning of UHM’s 
support to the Navy.  The focus of this research is on understanding the 
physical processes in the ocean environment with a particular emphasis 
on the Pacific region and applying core expertise in other designated 
areas. The ARL/UHM will enhance this focus and facilitate the continued 
close strategic partnering with Navy/DoD which is critical to solving 
system-related problems in the core areas of the ARL.  UHM has 
demonstrated the ability to interpret and transition basic and applied 
research from academia to the Department of Defense (DoD).  Over the 
past four decades UHM has performed scientific and engineering 
investigations in core disciplines for a diverse range of organizations 
including federal, state and local governments.  Additionally, the Pacific 
region and Hawaii in particular are unique in their geographic strategic 
importance to DoD.  The location and climate coupled with multiple 
unique facilities, like the Maui Space Surveillance facility, Pacific Missile 
Range Facility, and the Maui High Performance Computing Center, allow 
for an almost unlimited scope of investigative research activities.  The 
School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology (SOEST) on-going 
research programs include autonomous underwater vehicles 
development test and evaluation, biosonar and cetacean echolocation 
and the effects of manmade noise sources in the ocean, bathymetry, 
mapping and modeling and tropical atmospherics and oceanography.  
The Institute for Astronomy is a world renowned astronomical research 
center and includes the largest DoD telescope, the 3.67 meter Advanced 
electro Optical System.  Ongoing astronomical investigations include a 
program for the discovery and characterization of Earth-approaching 
objects, detector programs and adaptive optic research and 
instrumentation. Hawaii’s College of Engineering continues to be a leader 
in the development of communication and computer networks and in 
development and testing of C4I systems, sensor hardware and signal 
processing algorithms.  Additionally the college is renowned for its 
advanced research programs in LASER remote sensing and passive IR 
remote sensing.  
 

ARL/UHM proposes to perform fundamental and applied research, 
engineering design and development, and technical support to the Navy 
in the areas listed below: 
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(1) We propose basic and applied research, and systems 
development, integration, test and evaluation, in the areas of ocean 
environmental effects and the interaction of natural and man made 
underwater noise sources on Littoral Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW), 
marine life, mammals, and other Naval experiments.  Other associated 
competencies have been developed in bathymetry, autonomous 
underwater vehicles, acoustic mapping and littoral topography, buried 
mine detection, advanced sonar and biosonar signal processing, and 
tropical atmospherics and oceanography. 

 
(2) We propose astronomical research and applied engineering 
utilizing existing unique facilities and laboratories and development of 
world-class state of the art optics and sensors for defense applications.  
This research has been applied to advanced satellite tracking systems, 
development of adaptive optics, space observations coordination such 
as the Hubble Space Telescope and the Pan-STARRS program to detect 
and characterize Earth-approaching objects, asteroids and comets that 
may pose a danger to earth. 
 
(3) We propose to develop, test and improve advanced electro 
optical systems, detectors, arrays and instrumentation.  This competency 
had been applied to virtually all the astronomical research as well as 
other electro-optic devices including LIDAR, photonics, and other laser 
technologies.   
 
(4) We propose research and applied engineering supporting 
improvements in the utilization of various regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, advancements in communications, networks and protocols, 
Command Control Communications Computer and Intelligence (C4I) 
systems hardware and signal processing.  This capability has been applied 
to advanced radar technology, distributed processing, sensor network 
integration, design tradeoff studies especially in the areas of RF arrays, 
passive remote sensing, command and control integration and wave 
propagation. 
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Astronomy (AST) 

The Institute for Astronomy (IfA) is one of the world's leading astronomical 
research centers. We propose fundamental and applied research in the 
studies of the sun, planets, and stars, as well as interstellar matter, galaxies, 
and cosmology. In addition to doing research, we propose to do design 
and build new instruments to measure and analyze the radiation 
collected by the telescopes.  The Maui Space Surveillance System (MSSS) 
is a state-of-the-art electro-optical facility combining operational satellite 
tracking facilities with a research and development facility, the only one 
of its kind in the world. The MSSS houses the largest telescope in the 
Department of Defense, the 3.67-meter Advanced Electro Optical System 
(AEOS), as well as several other telescopes ranging from 0.4 to 1.6 meters.   

Broad Objective: 

 We propose to undertake a range of fundamental and applied 
astronomical research objectives and to support these objectives by 
utilizing the unique staff, facilities and laboratories of the Institute for 
Astronomy to develop new, state of the art instrumentation and 
observational capabilities.  This research is broadly focused on: 

• Understanding the Sun and its many interactions with the 
Earth. 

• Characterizing the atmosphere and its effects on optical 
signal propagation. 

• Developing advanced adaptive optical elements 
• Monitoring near-Earth objects 
• Exploiting the Pan-STARRS data product for maximum 

scientific return 
• Developing new instrument and focal plane architectures. 
• Advancing the state of hyper-contrast, circumstellar imaging 

instruments.  
 
Core Competencies:  

The Institute for Astronomy (IfA) is the core astronomical research 
facility of the University of Hawaii.  It is a university research institute with a 
staff of over 180 including more than 50 faculty and post-doctoral 
scholars.  IfA operates facilities on the islands of Oahu, Hawaii, and Maui. 
IfA facilities include offices, shops, computer facilities, classrooms and 
libraries.  The IfA is highly ranked as an international research entity in 
astronomy and has incubated many active research programs that have 
significantly improved astronomical and instrumental infrastructure.  Many 

kkajihiro
Highlight
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have close ties to industrial partners and are generally supported by NSF, 
NASA and DOD.  Supporting IfA are significant companion capabilities 
including: 

• Design, development and fabrication of instruments of all 
types from spectrographs to coronagraphic cameras.    

• Modeling and characterizing the atmosphere and 
atmospheric propagation 

• Soft and hardware support for the manipulation and analysis 
of large data sets.  

• Shops, test facilities and a strong technical support staff. 
• Design and operation of wide-field survey telescopes. 
• Massive mosaic focal planes and novel detectors and 

detector arrays. 
• Design and fabrication of state-of-the-art, high speed array 

controllers. 
• Curvature adaptive optics systems. 
• High dynamic range imaging systems  
• Polarimetric instruments. 
• Signal processing software and user interfaces.  

Task Elements: 

A. Solar Research:  The Sun is important to us for many reasons.  It is the 
closest example of a star we can study and its radiation is the source of 
almost all life on Earth.  It already affects crops, communications and 
weather on Earth but the full range of Solar-Terrestrial interactions are just 
beginning to be understood. Specific research objective with respect to 
the Sun include: 

 
• High precision imaging Stokes polarimetry of the solar corona at 1-4 

microns. 
• High spectral resolution dual beam echelle polarimetry of the solar 

corona. 
• Development of atmospheric remote sensing technology using 

astronomical scintillation sources. 
 

B. Atmospheric Characterization: All optical/infrared observations from 
ground-based telescopes are fundamentally limited by critical 
atmospheric parameters: atmospheric transparency, sky brightness and 
turbulence arising from variations in the index of refraction along the line 
of sight.  The success of techniques to overcome atmospheric effects is 
strongly determined by our own understanding of the distribution of the 
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optical turbulence along the line of sight, and the speed of at which that 
turbulence changes. Specifically we need to understand: 
  (1) The mechanical mixing of the atmosphere above the site. The 
physics of turbulence in the free atmosphere is fairly well understood and 
with the advent of high-speed computing facilities, we are now beginning 
to model and predict the strength and location of optical turbulence in 
the free atmosphere and boundary layer.   These models however are in 
their infancy and need a dataset of optical turbulence measurements for 
calibration.   

 (2) The effects of locally induced temperature variations (e.g. 
telescope/dome 
eddies).  Although this has been recognized for some time as a major 
source of image degradation it has been only recently that modeling of 
flows in and around telescope enclosures and monitoring of the 
temperature variations within the observatory have been done.  Again, 
the models are qualitatively correct but more homogeneously taken data 
to quantify the results. 

(3) Surface layer turbulence arising from ground winds and a 
warm/cold ground layer and boundary layer turbulence arising from local 
topographic features at the site.  This is the least understood regime of 
optical turbulence.  This layer typically accounts for 60-80% of the total 
optical turbulence at a site but what gives rise to this turbulence and its 
evolution are just now being studied.  The local topography is important 
but on scales from meters to kilometers.  For example, there is evidence of 
stability waves oscillating between mountain peaks giving rise to waves of 
optical turbulence above a site. These waves can extend from 100's of 
meters to many kilometers into the free atmosphere.   

 
While instrumental campaigns have addresses each of these issues 
interpreting the data within the context of a complete turbulence profile is 
often very difficult because only part of the profile is being observed or 
only integrated quantities are being measured.  We propose to 
characterize atmospheric turbulence with an complete facility that can 
simultaneously address the entire profile.  Such a facility would include: 
 

• an integrated optical turbulence monitor (Seeing Monitor) 
• an optical turbulence low-res monitor (MASS) 
• a high-resolution optical turbulence instrument (G-SCIDAR) 
• an optical turbulence wave front outer-scale monitor (G-GSM) 
• a set of 2-3 high-resolution low-altitude turbulence monitor (e.g. 

Scanning scintillometer (SPM), Lunar SHABAR, or SLODAR)  
• an all-sky/wide field photometric camera with measuring in multiple 

wavelengths.  
• a set of  basic weather stations for distributed around the site 
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C. Adaptive Optical Elements. Over the last decade the IfA has been 
developing a new type of adaptive wavefront corrector based on a 
wave front sensor invented at the IfA by Francois Roddier. This system 
measures and corrects wave front curvature and is now in use in many 
facilities around the world. Curvature-based adaptive optics (AO) systems 
are very efficient compared to traditional approaches and require far 
fewer elements to achieve a high level of correction.  IfA is currently 
commissioning the largest curvature system built to date which allows an 
eight meter diameter telescope to be corrected to 80% of ideal at a 
wavelength of 2 microns with just 85 correcting elements.  The system can 
work with guide stars as faint as 16-17 mag.   Curvature adaptive systems 
hold great promise for the future but have not as yet been anywhere near 
fully exploited because there is very little active research on component 
development and on gaining a theoretical understanding how curvature 
systems work.  IfA will undertake significant efforts in both areas and 
research will focus on: 
 

• Characterizing and using new piezoactive materials like single 
crystal materials and their application to curvature AO systems.  

• Development of high order curvature components and systems with 
more than 500 correction channels. 

• Development of large lightweight deformable elements for wave 
front control. 

• Development of powered adaptive elements.   
• Evaluation of low noise detectors and detector arrays for wave front 

sensing. 
• Development of low-cost, modest performance curvature adaptive 

systems for general improvement to the national observational 
infrastructure.      

D. Monitoring near-Earth objects and exploiting the Pan-STARRS data 
product. Earth has been hit many times by asteroids and comets whose 
orbits bring them into the inner solar system. These objects, collectively 
known as Near Earth Objects or NEOs, still pose a danger to Earth today. 
Depending on the size of the impacting object, such a collision can cause 
massive damage on local to global scales. There is little doubt that 
sometime in the future Earth could suffer another cosmic impact. That 
such cosmic collisions can still occur today was demonstrated graphically 
in 1994 when Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 broke apart and 21 fragments, 
some as large as 2 km in diameter, crashed into the atmosphere of 
Jupiter. If these fragments had impacted on Earth instead, we would have 

kkajihiro
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suffered global catastrophes of the kind that inspire science fiction 
movies.  

In 1994 the House Committee on Science and Technology directed 
NASA, in coordination with the DOD, to work with the space agencies of 
other countries to identify & catalogue within 10 years the orbital 
characteristics of all comets and asteroids larger than 1 km in orbits that 
cross the orbit of the Earth.  Several programs have been undertaken to 
map the orbits of large NEOs that might pose a danger to Earth. Pan-
STARRS is designed to complete the survey of all 1-km diameter objects, 
and to detect most of the dangerous objects down to 300 meters in 
diameter -- objects that can cause major regional catastrophes should 
they hit the Earth. 

 Pan-STARRS uses four comparatively inexpensive 1.8-meter-
diameter telescopes each designed to have a 3.5-degree field of view to 
make a nightly survey of the sky to very faint magnitudes. Each telescope 
is fitted with a massive 109-pixel CCD array being developed.  The survey 
will have 3-16 times the collecting power of the current NEO survey 
telescopes that will reach objects 100 times fainter than those currently 
observed by the NEO surveys.  Further, Pan-STARRS' large field of view, 7 
deg2 per exposure) is larger than that of any of the current NEO survey 
programs. This allows observing the sky faster and more frequently.  Finally, 
Pan-STARRS will have higher spatial resolution than existing survey systems, 
allowing observation where the ecliptic plane overlaps with the Milky 
Way, often too crowded with stars for the current surveys to observe 
effectively.  

 Backing up the observational component will be a powerful 
computing environment that will process the observations, calibrate the 
astrometric and photometric (position and brightness) properties of 
individual observations, and detect the "moving" objects such as 
asteroids, comets, and Trans-neptunian objects (TNOs). The system will also 
track all objects already known (or discovered by itself), so that on future 
nights when an object is re-observed it can be rapidly identified and its 
orbit updated to include the new data. There are currently about 100,000 
known moving objects in our solar system that are tracked by professional 
astronomers. With Pan-STARRS, we estimate that we will catalog up to 10 
million main-belt asteroids and tens of thousands of NEOs and TNOs.   The 
problem of processing the 3,000 Gigabytes of data that will be collected 
every night will is being addressed in collaboration with the Maui High 
Performance Computing Center.  
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 The massive Pan-STARRS data stream can be used for much more 
that the project primary goals and it is essential that efficient and maximal 
use are made of the data.  Secondary data products include: 

• Solar System Science.  Discovery and characterization of outer solar 
system object asteroid and Kuiper belt objects. 

• Stars and the Galaxy: Massive stellar catalog of the Northern sky 
with the discovery of many variable stars and micro-lensing events 

• Discovery of massive extrasolar planets by occultation 
• Discovery of many transient events such as those associated with 

both young and old stars as well as phenomena like gamma ray 
bursts and active galactive nuclii. 

• Understanding the large scale structure of the universe by looking at 
galaxy distributions and gravitational lensing events     

In addition to the astronomical data product Pan-STARRS will also 
produce significant atmospheric data including large angle tilt 
correlations, transparency distribution and integrated turbulence 
distribution.  

E. Instrument and Focal Plane Technologies. The Pan-STARRS effort is just 
part of  IfA’s ongoing detector development program.  Chips are 
produced in collaboration with several electro-optical companies but the 
IfA is specialized in adapting detectors to special application like a new, 
high speed 2KX2K 1-2.5 micron array, an 8K, visible Mosaic camera, 
infrared arrays for the JWST, and "orthogonal transfer" CCDs that allow 
images to be shifted rapidly on the array while being exposed.  This allows 
image motion compensation that can be done much more rapidly than 
with a traditional tip-tilt mirror. 

We propose to continue these efforts as well as extending our detector 
research into new areas like photon counting arrays for wave front sensing 
and a high dynamic range infrared demodulating imaging detector.   

IfA designs and builds a wide array of instruments in addition to 
those built specifically for adaptive optics.  Projects include a 
spectrograph being built for the 3.67-meter AEOS telescope operated by 
the Air Force on Haleakala, Maui, the UH-Wide Field Imager will use the UH 
8K CCD camera, Infrared Camera and Spectrograph (IRCS) for the 
Suabaru eight-meter telescope, Solar-C – a half-meter, off-axis, low 
scatter reflecting telescope designed to allow unprecedented Solar 
coronal observations and Near Infrared Imager (NIRI) - an imaging 
instrument for the 8-meter Gemini Telescope.  In addition all NASA Infrared 
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Telescope Facility instruments are built at the IfA, which also staffs and 
hosts the facility.   

We recognize that progress in instrumentation goes hand in hand 
with progress in science and we propose to develop a suite of new 
generation instruments keyed to many of the scientific objectives 
discussed above.  Many of these instruments like those for solar observing 
and atmospheric characterization have already been discussed but we 
are also developing new approaches to other problems.  One of the most 
demanding of these problems is that of hyper-contrast imaging; detecting 
faint objects in the immediate neighborhood of bright ones.  While this is 
strictly speaking and an instrumental problem it is also intimately coupled 
to the optical system, the adaptive corrector and many other factors.  
Efficiency and the control of scattered light are critical to this problem 
and we are working to develop both high order adaptive systems and a 
new approach to generating image cubes to support this effort.  Because 
the high dynamic range imaging problem is so intimately related to the 
gross optical system we are proposing to upgrade the IRTF to become a 
test bed both for adaptive optics and new hyper-contrast instruments.    

Potential Sponsors: 
 
NAVSEA, NAVAIR, ONR, DARPA, NRL, MDA, AFOSR, AFRL, ARO, ARL, NASA. 
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